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. current for operating the motor. 
{?ywheel is on the motor for setting up a vibratory motion 
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14 Claims. (or. 46-247) 

The present invention relates to dolls that mechanically 
‘ simulate the movements of live babies in life-like manner, 
and it consists in the combinations, constructions, and ar 
rangements of parts herein described and claimed. 

Generally there is provided a doll with a hollow head, 
hollow body,'and hollow arms constructed of plastic, 
rubber, or other material having a degree of ?exibility 
and somewhat similar to that of baby flesh and of a 

1‘ resiliency so as to return to its original positon and initial 
’ ‘shape. The hand on one of the arms is made to receive 
and frictionally hold a hard plastic‘nippled bottle that 
canhbe removed from the hand for ?lling, while the hand 

‘ on the other arm has the thumb thereon‘ of oversize and 
of a'diamete'r similar to that of the nipple on thebottle 
so that either the thumb‘ or the nipple may be manually 
‘forced into’ a snugly ?tted mouth opening of, the doll 
against tension of the respective resilient arms. ‘There 

I is a’h'ard rubber or plastic tube in the hollow ,head'and 
7‘ body portions of the doll which leads rearwardly from 
vthe mouth opening and then downwardly through and 
out ‘of the body, there being support means at the neck 

“portion of the doll for holding the portion of the tube at 
, ‘such‘location against movement. Mounted on the span 
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of tubing extending between the mouth opening and the " 
. intermediate support for the tube is a small electric motor 
“ controlled in its operation by an electric switch mecha 

> nism located at'the mouth opening and actuated to a 
closed position by manual insertion of either the bottle 

t nipple of oversize thumb in said mouth opening,~there 
being a‘battery'within the hollow body of the doll that 
is wired to the electric motor and switch so as to supply 

A highly unbalanced 

to the doll which together with the pulling force applied 
by the resiliency of an arm loosens the nipple or‘thumb 
from its frictional engagement'within the mouth opening 

I 'after a period of time has elapsed. The manual insertion 
wof either the nipple or thumb into the mouth opening 
starts the motor and the withdrawal of said nipple ‘or 
thumb from the mouth opening stops operation of said 

' motor. 

‘It, is accordingly an object of the'invention toprovide 
va novel- and improved doll that creates the impression 
that it is actually sucking either a bottle or its thumb in 
the same manner as a baby would. ‘ , ' 

, 'Another object of the invention is to providea doll of 
a the above indicated character having its arms resiliently 
movable to positions where anobject on the hand portion 
of either arm may be manually forced and frictionally 

“maintained in the mouth opening against tension of said 
;arms to return and resume their normal position. 

A further object of the invention is to provide, in a 
doll of the character set forth, a novel vibratory element 

_ for, slowly and quietly loosening frictional-engagement of 
the objects on the resilient arms from within the mouth e 
opening and {for also producing a ?uctuating motion to 

h the doll which so closely resembles a nursing baby that 
the motion is uncanny. 
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A still ‘further object 'of the invention is to provide, 
in a doll of the character outlined, a novel electrically 
operated vibratory element and its association and that 
of codependent elements relative to the doll for pro 
ducing the aforesaid motion and for operation of said 
vibratory element only while the object '(bottle, nipple or 
thumb) remains in the mouth opening. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide, in 

a doll of the character set forth, a novel tubular member 
communicating with the mouth opening and extending to 
a location exteriorly of the body for conducting liquid 
vfrom the bottle and for conducting ?uctuating motion 
from a vibratory element to the doll. 
A still further object of the invention is to provide, in 

a doll as outlined above, a novel holder for a battery that 
supplies electric current to operate the vibratory element, 
said holder completely concealing the battery and per- - 
mitting quick and easy removal and replacement thereof. 

It is also an object of the invention to provide a doll 
of the above indicated character which is simple and sub 
stantial in construction, inexpensive to manufacture, and 
thoroughly efficient and practical in use. 

These, together with various auxiliary features and ob 
jects of the invention which will later become apparent 
as the following description proceeds, are attained by the 
present invention, a preferred embodiment of which has 
been illustrated, by way of example only, in the accom 
panying drawings, where: V 

Figure l is ‘a front view of the improved doll seated, 
and showing the arms in lowered positions; 

Figure 2 is aside View of same and showing in dotted 
lines two diiierent elevated positions of the arms; 

vFigure 3 is a rear view also of the same showing parts 
in dotted lines and showing parts broken vaway and in 
section; . 

Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary section taken on 
line 4—4 of Figure 3; 

Figure 5 is an enlarged side elevation and sectional view 
with the lower portion of the body and legs broken away, 
and showing one arm raised with the bottle nipple in the 
mouth opening; and 

Figure ‘6 is a fragmentary section of a portion of that 
shown in Figure 5, and with the bottle nipple removed 
from the mouth opening. , 

Referring now more speci?cally to the accompanying 
drawings, wherein like numerals designate similar parts 
throughout the various views, the numeral 10 indicates 
a hollow doll body constructed of rubber, plastic or other 
resilient material and having a wall 11 of a thickness 
producing a ?rmness similar to that of a baby’s ?esh 
and of a resiliency that quickly returns to its original 
position and initial shape after being ?exed. Fixed in 
and conforming to the shape of the inner surface of the 
neck portion of the body 10 is a neck block 12 of wood 
or other non-resilient material. From opposite sides of 
said block depends arm supporting lugs 13 having cylin- ' 
drical openings 14 therethrough into which are rotatably 
mounted cylindrical portions 15 of shoulder blocks 16 
?xed to a pair of arms 17 and>17a also of hollow con 
struction. The outer sides of the lugs 13 at locations 
around the openings 14 and the portions of the‘ body 
wall 11 covering same are slightly concaved as at 18, 
and engaging said concaved surfaces are similar curved 
convex surfaces on the portions of arm'walls 19 cover 
ing the shoulder blocks 16, so as to provide socket-like 
shoulder joints of the arms to the body. An elastic 
band 20 looped through eyes 21 screwed centrally into 
the inner ends of the cylindrical‘ portions '15 of the 
shoulder blocks 16 holds the arms 17 and 17a tight in 
the shoulder sockets so as to frictionally'support ‘said 
arms in adjusted positions irrespective of~one another. 

_ There is a radial pin 22 threaded in the cylindrical por 
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.- onv said tubular member. 
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15 of each shoulder block 16 which projects into 
an arcuate slot 23 inthe respective lug 15 of the neck 
block for engagement with the end 23% of the slot and 
'thereby'limits/upward rotary movementofithe arm at 
the shoulder joint to the position shown by dotted lines 
and-indicated by thenumeral 23b inFigure. 3. 
-Mounted on the body it) and supported by the neck 

block12 is a head 24 which is also hollow and :which 
has the wall 25 thereof constructed of a resilient material 
similar to that of said body and of a contour to form a 
face 26. While the head 24 is shown as embracing the 
neck portion of the body 10 and as being removable from 
'said body for the purpose of gaining access to the interior 
thereof, said head may or may not be turnableon said 
body. At the mouth of the face 26 there is an opening 
27 into which is affixed the outer end portion of a non 
iiexible mouth piece 2-8 having acylindrical mouth open 
ing 29 therethrough. In the inner end of the mouth 
opening 29 is cemented or otherwise secured and in 
communication therewith the upper end of apliable but 
relatively hard rubber or plastic tubular member 30, 
which extends rearwardly in the hollow of the head, as 
at 31, and then downwardly through an opening 32 in the 
neck block 12 and into the body 10. The tubular mem 
ber 34} is tightly gripped against movement in the open 
ing 32 and has its lower end open exteriorly of and at 
the base of the body, as shown at 33 in Figure 3, for 
conducting liquid entering the mouth piece 23 outwardly 
of said body. 

Referring again to the arms 17 and 17%, which have 
been de?ned as being hollow and resilient, there are hand 
portions 34 and 34a thereon, respectively, which may 
be manually forced towards the mouth opening 25? and 
beyond the limited movement of said arm at the shoulder 
joints by ?exing said resilient arms. Thehand portion 
34 is curved so as to engage more than half way around 
anursing bottle 35 and is of a resiliency su?icient to 
grip and support the bottle, yet permitting removal of 
the bottle from the hand portion so as to replenish liquid 
to the bottle. There is a nipple 36 onthe bottle with a 
reduced end'37 of a size to be snugly received and fric 
tionally maintained in the mouth opening '29against the 
resiliency of the arm 17 to return its hand portion 34 
to the position of limited upward adjustmentof the arm 
at the shoulder joint. The other hand portion 34a has 
an enlarged thumb 38 thereon projecting in a direction 
so as to be inserted lengthwise into the mouth opening 
instead of the nipple 36 of the bottle 35. This enlarged 
“thumb is of the same size as that of the reduced end 37 
of the nipple and functions in a like manner to that of 
said nipple when inserted into the mouth opening 28. 

vTo overcome the frictional engagement of either the 

a vibratory element 39 mounted on- the span 31 of the 
tubular member 30. The vibratory element 39 shown, 
consists of a small electric motor 46 having a highly un 
balanced ?ywheel 41 and a clamp 42 secured to the 
motor casing and engaging about said tubular member 
in-a manner to support’ the motor in an upright position 

Because'of such mounting of 
the motor, the nature of its connection to‘ the head, and 
'the material from which the head is constructed, the 
‘vibrations produced atjthe motor are conducted to the 
-face wall of the head in a manner that they simulate the 
movement of a baby’s face while nursing. It therefore 
can be seen that such a construction will produce a ?uc 
tuation motion directly on the mouth piece 28 which 
together with the pull produced by the resilient arm will 
slowly loosen the object (nipple or thumb) from within 
the mouth opening. 

In the body 10 and securely mounted on the inner side 
of the back portion of the body wall 11 is a pocket-like 
holder v43 for housing a flashlightrtype vbattery .44, said 

ujholderconsisting ofa rearwardly opencasing 45 which 
‘isrclos'ed‘bythe‘body wall‘11 to which it is attached, 
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nipple or' thumb from within the mouth opening there is - 
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.ment with the stationary contact 51 and 
held in engagement 

A ' , 

there being a slit 46 through said wall of a length greater 
than the height of said holder so as to permit the in- > 
sertion of the battery 44- in said holder upon stretching 
and flexing of the body wall portions at opposite sides 
of said slit. A bottom wall 47 of the casing 45 forms 
one contact with the battery 44, while a spring ?nger 
48 on the under side ofatopwall 49 of insulating ma 
terial provides the other contact with saidbattery. Thus 
it can be seen that it is an easy matter to remove and 
replacebatteries as‘the resilient body wall 11 will yield 
to pressures of the battery thereagainst and upon resuming 
its natural position willhold the battery inplace. 

Partially imbedded in the wall of the tubular mouth 
piece 28, or otherwise affixed thereto, is a movable con 
tact 50 and a stationary contact 51 which together pro 
vide an electric switch. The movable contact 50 is in the 
form of a leaf spring that normally remains out of engage~ 

is forced and 
V with the stationary contact onlywhile 

the object (nipple 36 or thumb 38) is inserted and 
remains in the mouth opening 29. A wire 52 connects 
the movablecontact 50 to. one terminal on the motor 40. 
Another wire 53 connects. the stationary contact 51 to 
the casing that houses the battery which in turn engages 
an end of the battery 44. Still another wire 54 con 
nects the other terminal of the motor 40 to the spring 
?nger 48 that is in contact with the other end, of the 
battery 44, there being a hole 55 in the neck block 12 
through which extends the wires 53 and 54 to the battery. 
The legs 56 and 56a of the doll are shown as being 

adjustable on the'body 10 in a manner similar to that 
of the arms 17 and 17a so as to adjust-saidlegs to a 
position supporting the doll in a seated position, as, shown 
iii-Figures 1 through 3. It will be observed in Figure 2 
that the bottle 35, as shown in the dotted line position 
indicated by the numeral 57, is at an inclination that 
liquid in the bottle 35 will not run into the tubular mouth 
piece 28 from the bottle and it is when the doll is in a 
more prone position that liquid from the bottle leaks 
exteriorly of the base of the body 10. However, it is to 
be understood that the position of the bottle 35 relative 
to the arm 17 may be'changed to a different angle so that 
liquid will flow from the bottle when the nipple 36 is in 
the mouth opening 29 and therdoll is seated in an up 
right position. 

In view of the foregomg description taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawings, it is believed that 
a clear understanding of the construction, operation, and 
advantages of the doll will be quite apparent to those 
acquainted with this art. 'A more detailed description is 
accordingly deemed unnecessary. 

It is to be understood, however, that even though there 
is herein shown and described a preferred embodiment of 
the invention, various changes may be made without de 
parting from the spirit and full intendment of the in 
vention. 
What is claimed is: 
l. A dollcomprising a body, a head on said body and - 

having a face with a mouth opening therein, an arm 
having a hand portion thereon, an object on said hand 
portion and of a size so as to be snugly received and 

, frictionally maintained in said mouth opening, said arm 
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normally assuming aposition with the hand portion there 
on spaced from said face and beingresiliently movable 
towardssaid face so as to permit the object on said hand 
portion to be manually forced and frictionally maintained 
in the mouth opening against tension of said arm to return 
to its normal position, and a vibratory element associ 
ated with said doll for producing a ?uctuating motion to 
the doll which together with the resilient pull on the arm 
to return to its normal position slowly dislodges the ob 
ject from within the mouth opening. 

2. Adoll as de?ned in claim 1 whereinthe object on 
the hand portion of the arm is anipple, on abottle re~ 
movably and resiliently clamped'in said hand portion. 
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' 3.‘ A‘doll as de?ned in claim 1‘ whereinthe-obje'ct 'on 
the hand portion of the armis an oversize thumb pro 
jecting from said hand portion in a direction so as to 
vbe inserted lengthwise into the mouth opening. 

4. A doll comprising a body, a head on said body and 
vhaving a face with a mouth opening ‘therein, an arm 
having a hand portion thereon, an'object on said hand 
portion and of a size so as to be snugly received and 

'frictionally maintained in said mouth opening, said arm 
normally assuming a position with the hand portion there 
on spaced from said face and being resiliently movable 
towards said face so as permit the object on said hand 
portion to be manually forced and frictionally main~ 
tained in the mouth opening against tension of said arm 
to return to its normal position, a vibratory element asso 
ciated with said doll for producing a ?uctuating motion 
to the doll which together with the resilient pull on the 
arm‘ to return to its normal position slowly dislodges the 
object from within the mouth opening, and control means 
actuated during positioning of said object within said 
mouth opening for e?ecting operation of said vibratory 
element. 

5. A doll comprising a body, a head on said body and 
having a face with a mouth opening therein, an arm 
having a hand portion thereon, an object on said hand 
‘portion and of a size so as to be snugly received in said 
mouth opening, said arm normally assuming a position 
with the hand portion thereon spaced from'said face and 
being of resilient material so that the object on its hand 
portion may be manually forced and frictionally main 
tained in said mouth opening upon ?exing of said resilient 
arm, and a vibratory element associated with said doll so 
as to produce a ?uctuating motion to the doll which to 
gether with the pull produced by ?exing the resilient arm 
slowly dislodges the object from Within the mouth 
opening. 

6. A doll comprising a body, a head on said body and 
having a face with a mouth opening therein, an arm 
having a hand portion thereon, an object on said hand 
portion and of a size so as to be snugly received in said 
mouth opening, said arm being of resilient material so 
that the object on its hand portion may be manually 

' forced and frictionally maintained in said mouth opening 
upon ?exing of said resilient arm, a vibratory element 
associated with said doll so as to produce a ?uctuating 
motion to the doll which together with the pull produced 
by ?exing the resilient arm slowly dislodges the object 
from within the mouth opening, and control means for 
said vibratory element and actuated during positioning of 
said object within said mouth opening for effecting opera 
tion of said vibratory element. 

7. A doll comprising a body, a head on said body and 
having a face with a mouth opening therein, an arm 
having a hand portion thereon and adjustable on said 
body to a position whereby said hand portion is adjacent 
and spaced from said face, an object on said hand por 
tion and of a size so as to be snugly received in said 
mouth opening, said arm being of resilient material so 
that the object on its hand portion may be manually 
forced and frictionally maintained in said mouth opening 
upon ?exing of said resilient arm beyond said adjusted 
position towards said face, and, a vibratory element asso 
ciated with said doll so as to produce a ?uctuating motion 
to the doll which together with the elastic pull of the 
?exed arm slowly dislodges the object from within the 
mouth opening. , 

8. A doll comprising a body, a hollow head on said 
body and having a face with a mouth opening therein, 
an arm having a hand portion thereon and adjustable on 
said body to a position whereby said hand portion is ad 
jacent and spaced from said face, an object on said hand 
portion and of a size so as to be snugly received in said 
mouth opening, said arm being of resilient material so 
that the object on its hand portion may be manually 
forced and frictionally maintained in said mouth opening 
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upon ?exing of said resilient arm ‘beyond said adjusted 
position towards said face, a tubular member within said 
hollow head and said body and having one of its ends 
connected to said head and in communication with said 
mouth opening and its other end open exteriorly of said 
body, and a vibratory element mounted on the portion of 
said tubular member within said hollow head so as to 
conduct a ?uctuating motion produced by said vibratory 
element to the mouth portion of the doll which together 
with the pull produced by ?exing the resilient arm slowly 
dislodges the object from within the mouth opening. 

9. A doll comprising a body, a hollow head mounted 
on said body and having a face with a mouth opening 
therein, an arm having a hand portion thereon and ad 
justable on said body to a position whereby said hand por 
tion is adjacent and spaced from said face, an object on 
said hand portion and of a size so as to be snugly received 
in said mouth‘opening, said arm being-of resilient mate 
rial so that the object on its hand portion may be manually 
forced and frictionally maintained in said mouth opening 
upon ?exing of said resilient arm beyond said adjusted 
position towards said face, an electrically operated vibra 
tory element associated with said doll so as to produce 
?uctuating motion thereto, a battery within said doll and 
wired in a circuit with said vibratory element, and a 
normally open electric switch also wired in the circuit-and 
actuated to a closed position by the insertion of said ob 
ject into said mouth opening, said ?uctuating motion and 
the pull produced by ?exing of said resilient arm providing 
a source of energy which slowly dislodges the object from 
within the mouth opening and permits said switch to as 
sume its normal open position. 

10. A doll comprising a hollow body, a neck block in 
said body, a hollow head on said body and supported by 
said neck block, said head having a face with a mouth 
opening therein, an arm having a hand portion thereon, 
an object on said hand portion and of a size so as to be 
snugly received and frictionally maintained in said mouth 
opening, said arm normally assuming a position with the 
hand portion thereon spaced from said face and being 
resiliently movable towards said face so as to permit the 
object on said hand portion to be manually forced and 
frictionally maintained in the mouth opening against ten 
sion of said arm to return to its normal position, a 
tubular member extending through and supported by said 
neck block and having its upper end connected to said 
head and communicating with said mouth opening, said 
tubular member having its other end portion extending 
downwardly in said body and open exteriorly thereof, and 
a vibratory element mounted on the portion of said tubular 
member between said neck block and said mouth opening 
so as to conduct a ?uctuating motion at the mouth por 
tion of the face which together with the resilient pull on 
the arm to return to its normal position slowly dislodges 
the object from within the mouth opening. 

11. A doll as de?ned in claim 10 wherein an inwardly 
directed tubulous mouth piece is interposed between and 
a?ixed to the upper end of the tubular member and the 
head and comprises the mouth opening, and wherein a 
control means is incorporated in said mouth piece and is 
actuated by the insertion of the object therein for effecting 
operation of the vibratory element. 

12. A doll as de?ned in claim 11 wherein said vibratory 
element consists of an electric motor with an unbalanced 
?ywheel and said control means consists of an electric con 
tact switch, and wherein there is provided a battery in 
said body which is wired to said motor and said switch 
for closing a circuit to the motor upon actuation of said 
switch. ‘ 

13. A doll comprising a hollow body portion with the 
wall thereof constructed of resilient material, a head on 
said body and having a face with a mouth opening there 
in, an arm having a hand portion thereon, an object on 
said hand portion and of a size and shape so as to be 
received and frictionally maintained in said mouth open 
ing, said arm being resiliently movable towards said face 
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:soas-to permit-the ‘object on its hand portion to bejman 
'uallyiforced-in said mouth opening, an electrically oper 
qatedvibratory element associated with said doll, an-‘elec 
{trio contact switch in said mouth opening and actuated to a 
:closed' position‘by- engagement of said obj‘ecttherewith, a 
"battery/holder ?xed to a wall of said body and being 
'c'losed‘by'said wall, a, battery in said hO1d€Y,'S2lld body 
‘wall havinga slit therethrough at said battery holder and 
of at-lengthgreater than said holder so as to permit the 
"insertion of said battery in said holder upon stretching 
and flexing of body wallpportion's at opposite sides of 
'said v‘slitfand electric wires connecting said battery to 
'ls'aidswitch'and vibratory element and said switch to said 
vibratory element, said vibratory element being arranged 
‘to "produce a ?uctuating motion to the doll which to 
gether with the'pull on the resilient arm to return it to its 
normal position slowly dislodges the object from Within 
'themou'th opening. ' 

v"{1‘4'. A doll comprising a‘hollow body portion with the 
wa'llthereof constructed of resilient material, a neck 

hollow ' head on said ‘body’ and 
supported-by said neck block, said head being of similar 
{material to ‘that, of said'body and'having a face-witha 
i'miouth opening therein,v an arm having a handportion 
:thereoman object on "said hand portion and of a size 

shape so ‘as to be received and frictionally maintained 
'finjsaid mouth ‘opening, said arm being resiliently movable 
*towa'rds said face sov as, topermit the object on its hand 
llpvortionito be manually forced in said mouth opening, a 
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tubular member extendingithrough and. supported-by said 
neck§block and‘v having its-.upper-end connected vto said 
head and communicating with said mouth opening,’ said 
tubular member, having its other end Lportiomexten‘ding 
‘downwardly. in said body and ‘open 'exteriorlythereof, an 
,electricallyoperated vibratory element mounted on the 
Qportionv of said tubular member between said neckblock 
and said ‘mouth opening, an electriqcontact switch in said 
:mouth opening and actuated .to a closed positionrby en 
gagement of said object therewith, a battery holder ?xed 
to‘ a ,wallof said body and being closed by‘said wall, a 
battery-in said holder, said body wall having avvslit there 
through atesaid battery holder and of a length greater 
.thanisaid-holder soas to permit the insertion‘ of said 
batterytinsaidholder upon stretching and flexing of body 
Lwallvlportionsat opposite sides of said slit, and-electric 
wiresconnecting said battery to said switch and vibratory 
:elernentand said tswitchpto said vibratory element, said 
vibratory element being arranged toproduce a ?uctuating 
motion to the doll which :together with thepull on the 
resilientarm toreturnit to its normal position slowly dis 
lodges the object from within the mouth opening. 
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